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How much control does the government need? Environmental, Social, and Governance -ESG 

and Natural Capital Accounting  - NCA must be abandoned in the name of economic growth, 

political freedom, and community well-being 

What is the economic value of a functioning wetland? Or a healthy forest? Or the Grand 

Canyon? The list goes on and on. The Biden Administration has produced a new strategy to 

estimate the value of natural assets (ESG) and include them in the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) computation. 

The stated theory underscoring this ESG policy is: “The challenges of climate change, 

biodiversity loss, air, and water pollution, and environmental injustice carry implications for the 

economy and the environment, and society cannot effectively or efficiently confront those 

challenges if economic and environmental accounting and policy proceed on two separate 

tracks.” This theory states it is an artificial dichotomy to separate GDP calculations from natural 

resource estimates such as Yosemite National Park (et al).   

GPD is the market value of all finished goods and services produced within a country over a 

specified period. This metric is usually metered over a year but shorter periods are often used 

and then annualized to give an insight into ongoing national economic progress. Adding 

subjectively determined nation-resource values would dilute the effectiveness of the GDP metric 

to convey a clear picture of economic well-being.  It would allow bureaucrats to fudge for 

political purposes. GDP could decrease while this would be offset by adding in a most 

subjectively determined value for natural resources.  

The value of an asset may be quantified by discounting net projected income streams back to the 

present. This is somewhat of an uncluttered market approach. In our mixed economy prices are 

often set by regulatory fiat and are not good signals for market valuation. Public goods are goods 

where theoretically one person’s use (view) does not impinge on someone else’s use. How will 

the bureaucrats value the Grand Canyon? Other such public sites. A pure public (good) site is 

somewhat of an ideal, but statistically, it probably does exist most of the time.    

By implementing Natural Capital Accounting (NCA) as part of the GDP computation, the 

government will obliterate the GDP metric's efficacy by imputing the value of the Grand Canyon 

and other like assets into the GDP. Instead of mainly market valuations that do give a measure of 

national economic health How will the woke folks figure out the value of the Grand Canyon? By 

replacement costs? Other? Do tell? Forests? Our current system of national set-asides and market 

valuations is working.  Will a negative growth in market-determined GDP miraculously go 

positive because the valuation of some wetlands has been subjectively increased? One could 

guess this type of scenario has been considered and may even be a driving force for 

implementing the confusing and unnecessary fusion of the NCA with the GDP as a measure of 

annual national economic efficiency.  



This brings up another topic: unwanted “big brother” prying into our preference sets. The 

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) mandate. ESG comes right out of Karl Marx’s 

control playbook. What you do with your money should be your decision. Not that of some 

unidentified inner circle of decision-makers whose objectives seem to align more with Karl Mark 

(market control and direction) than Milton Friedman (free choice and market reliance [free trade 

and exchange]). There is a correlation between ESG and NCA. Both rely on the subjective 

valuations of a few, to weaken the magic of the market and to further their unmitigated lust for 

control. But why? And what is their end game?  

In 1913 President Woodrow Wilson signed the Federal Reserve Act which created the Federal 

Reserve System to supposedly develop a prudent monetary system and stabilize the economy. 

The Fed is a complex system of 12 regional banks with foreign investors. Since the Fed’s 

takeover of the money supply, the U.S. dollar has lost over 90 percent of its purchasing power. 

The Fed set interest rates and often these rates are unrelated to market conditions. 

What is money? The best definition I have heard is that it is that commodity entering into an 

exchange matrix has the lowerest overall variance. In teaching money and banking I used the 

classic prisoner-of-war camp approach. Cigarettes emerged as the favored money surrogate. In 

the Pacific island, before the advent of “civilization,” logs were used, and for a while in Colonial 

Australia (New South Wales) rum. The examples are near endless. But they all fall under the 

statistical umbrella of the least overall variance in exchange.  

The POW example is enlightening and somewhat demystifies “money.”  Prisoners received 

CARE (Red Cross etc) packages. These packages contained an assortment of commodities. 

Cakes that went stale, varying-sized garments, cigarettes, etc  Since people have different 

preference sets Exchanging cake for underwear involved a higher search cost than using the 

emerging medium of exchange which was cigarettes. The natural deflator was the nicotine urge. 

The inflator was the expected or actual arrival of new packages or a benevolent air-drop of 

cigarettes from a friendly aircraft (B17 or Lancaster).  

It could occur to an unfriendly guard to ban trading in cigarettes and only use his paper money 

called Guardians. He owned the only (legal) press to produce such Guardians and forced their 

use at the point of a bayonet. He exchanges Guardians for prisoners’ wealth (cigarettes, cakes, 

etc) at his exchange rate which he declares is for the environmental, social, and governmental 

well-being. of the camp.  In other words for his subjective well-being, he has warped the system 

and destroyed many of the consumers’ free choices. All at the point of the bayonet. Sound 

familiar (ESG)? And now NCA blurs the efficacy of traditional GDP accounting. What will they 

think of next? As Adam Smith (and numerous others said) said (paraphrasing) When people 

speak of the common good, I fear for my well-being.  

Our system is not much different. The Fed gives credit to member banks with the stroke of a pen  

The banks then lend out on a probabilistic system of borrowers redepositing their loans and the 

bank then reloans these deposits. The system is known as the credit multiplier. The Fed now goes 

on the open market and purchases stocks. All to shore up the economy and ensure that too big to 

fail (2008 financial crash) as a monetary policy remains in place. 



 

 

 

The stupidity of imputing the NCA in GDP calculations is shown using a simple monetary 

model. 

M * V = P * Q = GDP 

Where: 

*  =  Multiplication (or x)   

M = Money supply 

V = Velocity of money or how many times it changes hands in a period (year) 

P  = A Price vector – like an enhanced CPI (Consumer Price Index) 

Q = Quantity of goods and services produced by an economy. 

GDP = Gross Domestic Product (see above) 

These are in main objectively determined values. How would the new equation look?  

M * V = P * Q +  NCA = P * Q  + NCA * AA 

Where NCA = National Capital Accounting included  

AA = A vector of concocted prices used to value NCA physical items (e.g. Grand Canyon).  

The M * V equation cannot be made whole because no objective monetary value is assigned to 

subjectively set NCA values. This infers a breakdown in traditional ways to compute national 

income accounts by imputing NCA, so important in evaluating economic growth  

In sum, ESG and NCA policies are a disaster: 1) by retarding economic growth (free choice 

limitations guided by a less than invisible hand [aka deep state]), and 2) taking from decision-

makers a viable and relatively accurate meter (GDP) for setting fiscal and monetary policies. The 

unfortunate thing is that the policymakers understand these negative attributes but persist in their 

desire to create a controlled new world order that they only they will control.  

 

 


